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Wempe 

"Fine Jewellery and Watches"

Since the past 130 years, German-made Wempe has been a big name in

the jewelry and watch making business. The brand is renowned for their

collection of some of the finest in the category and makes for a great gift

or even a personal buy. Established by Gerhard D. Wempe, there are

beautiful watches for both men and women with leather accents and

metal belts. In the jewelry section, there are rings, pendants, earrings, and

bracelets.

 +49 69 2 0011  www.wempe.com/en-int/s

howrooms/frankfurt-an-der-

hauptwache

 frankfurt.hauptwache@we

mpe.de

 An der Hauptwache 7,

Francoforte

 by Eva K.   

Caricatura Museum für Komische

Kunst 

"On a Lighter Note"

Renowned cartoonists and caricature artists have showcased their

creations at the Caricatura Museum. Funny pictures with funnier captions

will catch your attention and you might even spontaneously break into a

laughing fit looking at some of the hilarious ones. This museum is a part of

the well-known museum in Frankfurt am Main called the Historisches

Museum.

 +49 69 2123 0161  caricatura-museum.de/  caricatura.museum@stadt-

frankfurt.de

 Weckmarkt 17, Francoforte

 by dontworry   

Weltkulturen Museum 

"Museum of Ethnology"

Located in a beautiful villa on the Museumsufer, the Weltkulturen Museum

was fully renovated and reopened in 1998. The museum now houses

temporary exhibitions devoted to different regions, cultures and ways of

life, with the aim of promoting mutual understanding. The presentations

deal with issues such as the environment, economics, politics, science, art,

medicine, parenthood, law and religion. Founded in 1904, the museum

houses over 60,000 artifacts from Africa, South East Asia, America, the

Pacific and Europe. The gallery on Schaumainkai 37 displays works by

unknown artists from Africa, Latin America and Asia.

 +49 69 2123 1510  www.weltkulturenmuseu

m.de/de/

 weltkulturen.museum@sta

dt-frankfurt.de

 Schaumainkai 29-37,

Francoforte
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Portikus 

"Art Forum in A Neo-Classical Portal"

The town library, which was destroyed during the World War II, has one

remaining relic: the neo-classical Portikus ('portal') dating from 1825,

located on Frankfurt's Obermainbrücke bridge. In 1987, the interior of the

Portikus was turned into a forum for contemporary art, run by the well-

known Städel College of Art. The pleasant and bright exhibition room with

its eight glass domes makes for a wonderful backdrop for the modern

artworks. Internationally recognized artists, unknown artists and students

can display their works here. Check website for more details.

 +49 69 9624 4540  www.portikus.de/de/  info@portikus.de  Alte Brücke 2, Francoforte
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Bibelhaus 

"Interactive Bible Studies"

The Bibelhaus is a museum that explores the history and origins of the

Bible, seeking to analyze and contextualize the Bible, not only in the

religious aspect but also in the social and historical aspects. The

Bibelhaus features four distinct spaces, to explore the different facets of

this fascinating topic, and children can actually physically interact with the

exhibits, distinctly helping them understand the complex topics within the

book.

 +49 69 6642 6525  bibelhaus-frankfurt.de/bibelhaus-

allgemein/startseite.html

 Metzlerstrasse 19, Francoforte

 by Epizentrum   

Bethmannpark 

"Picturesque Area"

Located in the city center, Bethmannpark, occupying 3.1 hectares (8 acres)

of land area, is a splendid treat which also features a Chinese garden. The

beauty of the park is accentuated by stunning trees, a playground for

children, a chess field, and ponds.

 +49 69 2123 0991  info@infofrankfurt.de  Berger Strasse, Francoforte

 by freestocks-photos   

NIMA 

"Fine and Pretty Cutlery"

From sophisticated designs to cute crockery, NIMA is an eclectic boutique

that has a wide selection of products. Florals, pastels, and intricate

patterns greet you as you step into this store, with products being artfully

arranged for maximum effect. The store also has a wonderful collection of

children's clothing and accessories in adorable styles to outfit your little

one. If you're redecorating, you may want to pop in and take a look at their

home accessories too.

 +49 69 1302 5825  nima-lieblingsstuecke@email.de  Koselstrasse 57, Francoforte
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Escatira 

"First Class Second Hand Shopping"

If you are a price conscious traveler and don't want to splurge much on

shopping then Escatira in Frankfurt is for you. This place is ideal for

people looking to enjoy great finds at dirt-cheap prices. Established by a

mom and son duo, this store has many great brads like Zara, Armani and

others, which will enthrall you. All the pieces are very carefully selected

only after it is made sure that they are not damaged in any way. Well-

cared for pre-owned garments at bargain prices, with the occasional

designer find, this vintage shop is a hidden gem in the Northend district.
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Perlenfischer 

"Beautiful Stamps"

Perlenfischer is a stamp design studio and store in Frankfurt's vibrant

Northend. This unique shop is ideal for stationery enthusiasts and those

who love to embellish their stationery with a personalized touch.

Designed in Frankfurt, these one-of-a-kind stamps come in a variety of

shapes and sizes that can be mixed and matched to suit your needs.

Anchors, squirrels, boats, diamonds, and other delightful motifs can be

found here. Make each piece of paper your own with one of these stamps.

Those with a crafty side will also love the handmade paper and other

specialty items found here.

 +49 69 7808 6055  www.perlenfischerdesign.

com/

 info@perlenfischerdesign.d

e

 Eckenheimer Landstraße 91,

Francoforte
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Adolph von Holzhausen Park 

"A Park Perfect For Children"

Originally part of the Holzhausen family's estate, this beautiful park was

bought by the City of Frankfurt in 1910. Since then, the park has been a

retreat from the chaos of city life. Adolph von Holzhausen Park is

especially wonderful for children, they can enjoy themselves on the

swings, sandpits and the little playhouse. At the centre of the park is the

splendid Holzhausenschlösschen, built in the French Baroque style. The

castle is a major attraction for visitors, and holds exhibitions and concerts

as well as special events for children.

 +49 69 2124 0000  frankfurt.de/themen/umwelt-und-gr

uen/orte/parks/parks-von-a-bis-

z/holzhausenpark

 Holzhausenstrasse, Francoforte

 by    Total number of my
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Bolongarogarten 

"Baroque Garden"

This gem of a baroque garden behind the Bolongaro Palace is the only

one of its kind that exists in Frankfurt. Of particular note are the fountain

with a statue of Neptune, a Turkish chapel, and an expansive terraced

garden. The garden, parts of which run along the Main River, has been

restored several times since it was built in the late 18th century, and

remains a historical testament to early Baroque city planning.

 +49 69 2124 5570  frankfurt.de/themen/umwelt-und-gr

uen/orte/gaerten/bolongarogarten

 Bolongarostraße 109, Bolongaropalast,

Francoforte

 by pcdazero   

Kletterwald Taunus 

"Climbing Course"

Climbing enthusiasts looking for their next adrenaline fix can make their

way to Kletterwald Taunus. This forest climbing course is one of the

highest in the country. From climbing across rope ways and zipping down

two of the longest zip-lines in the region, this climbing park has your

adventure needs covered. From beginners to pros, the course has a

variety of challenges and experiences to challenge you. The Tarzan Jump

is a favorite activity here. A great place to enjoy a fun day out with family

or friends, the Kletterwald Taunus is only just outside Frankfurt and

conveniently located for a short half-day trip.

 +49 6198 519 0190  www.kletterwald-

taunus.de/

 info@kletterwald-taunus.de  Landwehrstraße 7,

Friedrichsdorf
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